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INTRODUCTION
Rome, after her vitality had been sapped by an internal canker,
finally crumbled away before the onslaughts of the barbarian deluge
that poured in from across the Rhine and the Danube. Although the
destruction seemed, at the beginning, to be complete, when the fury
of battle had passed, many Roman institutions emerged from the
wreckage. The superior civilization of the vanquished began to sub-
due the minds of the victorious, and Rome led captive her captors.
Her language and Christianity, as developed by the successors of
Saint Peter, headed the forces that were marshalled to preserve the
continuity of Rome. The early prominence of the church in Italy and
France makes it appear that all opposition was easily overcome. But
the ultimate victory of Christianity over northern paganism was in-
deed slow. The men who crowded into the territory of the old Roman
empire clung, for centuries, to their religious practices and their
standards of justice. Long after kings and nobles have, for genera-
tions, gone to mass so regularly that church- attendance is almost
an instinct with them, royal personages continue to commit, with
little or no compunction of conscience, crimes that are worthy of
the worst felons. The only ^ausible explanation of this lingering
barbarism among the mediaeval Christians seems to be that the
church was not able to eradicate from her Teutonic converts their
primitive cruelty.
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Sines all literature reflects, in some degree, the life of the
time in which it Is produced, any con-^bution to the history of
cruelty made by the Chansons de Geste will be of interest. The re-
cord left by these poems is of more than ordinary importance on ac-
count of their origin. The French are the only people since the
Greeks that have developed a true epic Starting from a ballad on
the courage, the generosity, or the self-sacrifice of some hero, the
story grew until it recounted his entire life. This cycle of songs
was transmitted by word of mouth by a singer, jongleur , who went
from castle to castle. The .jongleur seeTis, at first, to have made
his own story from traditions and ballads, and to have sung his
song from memory* Later, someone arranged the various legends that
were associated with the name of a hero and wrote them down. Then,
the jongleur ' s function was simply to publish abroad the work of an-
other man. After the Chansons de Geste began to decline, scribes
who were interested in the preservation of the songs of deeds
—
glorious deeds — wrote them dov/n in the form in which they have de-
scended to us. Being of popular origin, and going back, as some of
the earlier ones unquestionably do, to definite historic personages
and facts, the Chansons de Geste necessarily portray most vividly
the life of the men v*iose deeds they sing, as well as that of the
men to whom they were sujig.
The objection may be offered that the Chansons de Geste were
primarily literary productions and that a record of facts was not at
all essential from the poet's point of view. As indicated in the
preceding paragraph, some of the French epics, in the recital of e-
vents, co-incide to a remarkable degree with history as established
from other monuments. Granting that the greater number of the Chan-

sons de Geste do not adhere to actual facts, there is still every
reason to accept them as tnie — assuming that truth and fact are
not necessarily the same. The spirit is there. All the motives that
spurred men to action, their standards of good and evil, their ideas
of religion are faithfully recorded. ?Juch that we write as the his-
tory of Greece has been deduced from Homer — chiefly because we
have no other source. The Chanson de Ro land is as truly a popular
creation as the Iliad and is, moreover, irrefutably correct in many
historic details. Because we have other documents that chronicle the
same events, shall we reject the Roland ? Does it not seem fair to re-
gard it and the other Chansons de Geste as one kind of record of the
life of the past?
Again, the statement may be made that literary embellishment
hides the truth. Ihis is only partially true, and less so of the
French epic than of many other artistic expressions. One of the tests
of a piece of literature is its fidelity to the truth. Nothing is
really beautiful but the true. Still, it must be admitted that the
poet generally chooses the brilliant episodes in the life of his he-
ro and throws them into high relief. But this does not always result
in over estimation. We should, for example, expect Charlemagne, more
than any other person, to be portrayed in a too favorable light in
the French Chansons de Geste . Such, hov/ever, is not the case. The glo-
ry of the Charlemagne of history eclipses the splendor of the Charle-
(1)
magne of the Chansons de Geste . I'.hat is still more remarkable, Charle
magne's cruelty against the Saxons is represented as far less in the
(1) Les Spopees Frangaises , II., p. 605.
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(1)
Chanson de Saisnes than in history. The parallel might be carried
further but it is impossible in a paper such as this to determine
just hov/ far the evidence of cruelty in the Chansons de Geste is
corroborated by other writings of the same period, — the time in
which the data was collected does not make such an attempt feasible.
The primary object will be to shov/ the cruelty of the Christians
just as it is in the Chansons de Geste . Because these poems are the
naive and spontaneous expression of a people comparatively new to
civilization, we believe their testimony must be accepted.
Aside from the matter of time, other difficulties have been
encountered which have imposed further limitations. Desirable texts
were not always at hand. Only by drawing upon private collections
could anything like a representative number be had. But the number
of texts has been, perhaps, of least concern. All of the more an-
cient poems are, in large measure, based on antecedent facts. But
few of them were available for use in the preperation of these pages.
The later Chansons are imitations of earlier models. Consequently,
the matter of fashion in the literary form must be considered. Cer-
tain phrases become almost as invariable as scientific formulae. But
this does not impeach the testimony of the epic- on the early history
of France. It probably means, however, that conceptions and prac-
tices, once common, v/ere preserved in literature for a considerable
time after they were given up by the people.
For obvious reasons, a discussion^pf the relative value of the
different Chansons can not be a part of this study. Neither can the
events of the various poems be carefully dated. Such dates as are
(l) Supra
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given in the bibliography are those of the best editors, and apply-
only to the text. The chief value of the Chanson s de Geste consists
in their being the opinion of the Christians concerning their ov/n
time.
It has been thought advisable to limit the discussion to clear
cases of cruelty to men. No account will be taken of the cruelty of
the Christians to animals, although there are references to it. For
(1)
example, bear-baiting is mentioned. Guillaume kills Balcan, his fa-
mous horse, and rides away on Floriscele, the horse of the Saracen
(2)
that he has just defeated in battle. Oliver and the king of Alexan-
dria are engaged in battle. The Saracen, in order to have the advan-
tage, kills Oliver's horse. Oliver censures him severely for this
conduct, concluding his harangue:
(3)
Rois ki ceval ocist n'a droit en irete.
The matter of threats and menaces is not so easily dismissed. A
few examples will best shov/ what was their nature. Terrible punish-
(4)
ments are threatened against prisoners. Aymeri declares that all the
Saracens of Narbonne shall be killed in a most horrible manner if
(5)
they do not surrender the city. Charlemagne threatens to dismember
(6)
the traitor i.Iilon. Hugues has sold his friend, Beuve, into bondage
and taken his v/ife against her will. Because Aceline will not submit
(7)
to him, he is ready to burn her when Doon de Clermont rescues her.
Hugues laysjsiege to Doon and declares that he will never cease till
. (1) Ajzmeri de Narbonne , v. 5851. M. Demaison. in his vocabulary
tojthis poem, makes the following statement: " faire beter un ors, ex-
citer un ours en le faisant harceler par des chiens, genre d'amuse-
mentyires en vogue au moyen age" . But there appears to be no other
passage in the Chansons de Geste to support his opinion.
(2) La Chancon de IVillelme, v. 2161. (3) Fierabras, p. 34ff.
(4) La Prise de Cordres, v. 524. (5) Aymeri de Narbonne , v.
936ff. (6) Orson de Beauvais , vv. 427-428. (7
)
Ibid , v. 2379ff.
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Doon be torn to pieces and Aceline burned alive.
Since most of these threats mention the very things that other
is
passages say were realities, there^some warrant for regarding them as
further evidence of cruelty. The poet would naturally make use^f the
most atrocious tortures that had cone to his notice. It is just pos-
sible that he vrould choose the rarest instances, for their very un-
usualness would make them effective. Then too, he might exaggerate.
But he had to gtay within the limit of probability — the limit set
by his ov/n time — and there was possibly some basis in actual condi-
tions for part of the menaces which he has put into the mouths of his
people. \^atever value these threats may have as indications of the
prevalence of cruelty in mediaeval France is, necessarily, wholly
speculative. For this reason
, it has seemed advisable to leave them
with a slight suggestion of their possible significance.
Before proceeding to the main theme, it may not be out of place
to say something about the cruelty charged to the account of the Sar-
acens. There are a number of instances where this people threaten to
inflict horrible torture upon the Christians. And what is more sur-
prising, they are said to commit the most savage deeds imaginable.
They seem to have regularly harassed their prisoners. In a single po-
em there two mentions of cruelty to auillaume d» Orange by the Sara-
cens. he is bound, starved, and cruelly beaten. Elie is captured and
thrown into a ship. They bind his hands with cords and draw them so
(3)
tight that they bring the blood. King Ysorez has brought from his pri-
(1) Orson de Beauvais
. vv. 2710-2715.
(2) Elie de Saint Gille, vv. 203-2R4; 587-594.
(3) Ibid_, vv. 881-882. Of. Renaus de Montauban
. p. :^05. HereCharlemagne is said to torture Maugis in much the same way. Maugis'has supernatural power and is helping Renaut in his war against Char-lemagne. lihen the emperor captures him, the savagery of his vengeanceIS terrible. It is, perhaps, significant that a Christian monarch is
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son a group of Christian captives, anong whom is Orson de Beauvais.
They have gone without food and drink so long that they can scarcely
raise their heads. Ysorez says that he will be avenged for the da-ii-
age that they have done him if he can only devise a suitable death
for them. Finally, at the suggestion of one of his men, he sends the
wretches back to prison to die of hunger, for he sees that they can
(1)
not last long. V/e are later given a picture of the horrible dungeon,
full of vile reptiles and filth, where they stand by and see one an-
(2)
other perish. At the famous return of Gulllaume to Orange after the
All scans we are told that a band of Saracens pass by lashing their
(3)
Christian captives till they bleed. Again, Rainouart finds Bertran
(4)
famishing in the hold of a ship among snakes and toads. Aymeri de
Narbonne, after being v/ounded in fifteen places, is taken by the
Saracens. They decide to get revenge for the great loss that he has
caused them. They propose to bum him but he is first given an op-
portunity to save his life by becoming a Mohammedan. Vlhen he refuses
to renounce Christianity, Corsout has the fire lighted and his men
(5)
men are torturing him v/ith sharp thorns v^hen he is rescued.
The case of Guibelin, the youngest son of Aymeri, is extremely
interesting. Ke falls into the hands of the enemy at the siege of
Narbonne. The Saracens have all but crucified him v^hen his father
(6)
saves him. This incident is mentioned in another poem. After his
capture, the description of his torture is given:
represented as torturing an enemy of his ov/n religion in a manner so
similar to that which is ascribed to the Saracens.
(1) Orson de Beauvais , vv. 1511-1536. (2) Ibid, vv. 1770ff.
(3) Ali scans , p. 51. (4) Ibid , p. 162. Cf. Boeve de Eaumtone ,
V. 944ff.
(5) Ljg, Mort Aymeri , vv. 1305-1392. (6) Aymeri de Narbonne,
|V. 4610ff.
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Un fust a fet en mi le pre fichier
Et en travers un autre chevillicr.
Guibelin font sus en la croiz drecier.
Las piez, les poinz li ont fet cloufichier.
Dui Sarrazin, qui Dex doinst ancoabrier
Y sont monte por 1* enfant travaillier:
L*un fu Clargis et 1' autre Matefier;
Asez le batent li felon paltonier (l)
De granz corgi ees li font le sane raier.
The story continues up to verses 5200ff . where we learn that Ayineri
has rescued his son and led Clargis into his prison.
(2)
The same thing is mentioned in the Italian version. Here, Ghi-
bellino is captured by the Saracen, Alepa,ntino. The king says to
Ghibellino, " l^Tiat would you have done ?/ith me if you had taken me
captive?"
Ghibellino replies, " If I had taken you, I should have nailed
you to the cross as they did the- two thieves at the side of our true
(3)
God, Jesus Christ." Ghibellino is then crucified.
Mention is again made of this capture of Guibelin in Foucon de
Candi e :
L'espee ot traite qui fu Alipantin.
Desous Nerbone li ceinst a .1. matin, (4)
Ce jour qu'il pristrent le petit Guibelin.
There is no little reason for considering these cruelties charg-
ed to the Saracens as further evidence of inhumanity among the
Christians. The instances of Aymeri and Guibelin seem to indicate as
much. It is v/ell known, for example, that the Christians accused the
Saracens of worshiping idols v/hen they had absolutely none. The Ko-
ran is very strict in this regard. Not even pictures are allowed
(l) Les Narbonnai
s
, vv. 5015-5025. (2) Le Storie Nerbonesi ,
I., p. 150-155. I owe the references to the Nerbonesi to Professor
Raymond Weeks. He has also been very generous about lending his man-
uscript transcriptions and has furnished many citations from them.
(s) Ibid , p. 218. (4) Foucon de Candi
e
, ms. of London, fol.
57ro; and ms. 774 of Bib. Nat. of Paris, fol. lOlvo.
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in Mohammedan temples. The only v/ay to explain the fact that the
Christians so frequently speak of idols in connection with the Sar-
acen religion is that the pictures and images in the Christian
churches were nothing more than mere idols.
Taking into consideration the likelihood of the poet's speak-
ing as unfavorably as he can of the pagans, there appears to be no
objection to the conclusion that injtrying to make his enemies as
black as possible he v/ould attribute to them the most terrible bar-
barity practiced by his own people. There is all the more reason
for his doing this when the relative age of the two contending ci-
vilizations is considered. It stands to reason that the highly civ-
ilized Arabs v/ould be less cruel than the so recently barbarous
Christians. It seems best, hov/ever, to leave the probable meaning
of the cruelty that the Christians attributed to their enemies and
pass to those which the poet lays at the door of his o\m people.
The first task in trying to determine the extent of the cruelty
in France from the Chansons de Geste was to find out the nature of
such cases as are recorded. The same plan will be follov/ed in pre-
senting what material could be found. Any attempt at an explanation
cruelties
for such^as have been discussed will, therefore, be reserved for
the last.
Tv/o main divisions of the data will be made: first, Cruelties
Against the Saracens; second, Cruelties Against the Christians. All
cases that can not be made to fit this classification will be as-
sembled under Miscellaneous Cruelties.
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CRUELTIES AGAINST THE SARACENS
The enemy par excellence for the mediaeval Christian was the
Saracen or pagan. V.Tiether the majority of the wars during the time
that the Chansons de Geste assumed their form were against the Sar-
acens or whether the example of the earlier epic caused the authors
of the later poems to give their action a religious setting is by no
means certain. But the fact remains that the larger part of the epic
enemies are Saracens. The authors looked upon all peoples of diffei-
cnt religion as pagan. Saracen and pagan, so far as the French epic
is concerned, may be said to be synonymous.
The shock v/as necessarily tremendous when the P^uropean Christ-
ians clashed v/ith another people of almost wholly different religious
and political traditions. France had to make a gigantic effort to
hurl back a people that sv/ept like a whirlwind across northern Africa
and subdued Spain , completely changing language and laws, in little
more than a century. The very existence of all institutions was at
stake and the incentives to battle were many. With some it was the
lust for gold, the love of adventure, the laxness of a frontier life,
the love of power; but above everything else we see the desire to
obtaining promised
propagate the Christian religion, and the hope of^the^reward for
such a meritorious v;ork. The Chansons de Geste reflect the life of
the time faithfully in many other respects, and we have, therefore,
every reason to believe that their story of the struggle between
Aryan and Semite is, in the main, true. The great importance of the
i
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wars on the borders of Spain and France, between Mohammedanism and
Christianity, and the absolute sv/ay of the mediaeval church in Eu-
of the cruelty
rope, makes it natural to begin a study />pf the Christians in the
Middle Ages with the inhumanity which they manifested towards their
enemies from Arabia.
The fact that a Saracen was a Saracen not only excused any tor-
ture that might be inflicted upon him but it made it the duty of
every good and true bearer of the cross to treat him in the most
horrible manner possible. The passage which follov/s is significant
and interesting, aside from being very rare in this country. The
poet asks for the attention of his hearers because of the great
fame of his hero. We are to hear of the sons of Aymerl in/general and
Del quen|_tej Guillaume, li hardi conbatant
Gil au cort nes, li preus et li vallans,
Li mieudres horn qui ainc cainsist de branc.
Molt ama Deu toustans en son vivant;
De lui siervir ne T\x ainc recreans.
Onques n'ama Sarrasin ne Piersant.
Quant les tenoit, nes aloit manecant.
Ja en sa cartre n*en alast .1. metant.
Ne n*en prendoit ne or fin ne argent.
La raenpon en prendroit a son branc.
Aus et lor loi aloit amenuisant,
Et la loi Deu aloit tous jors haucant.
Dex I'en rendi .1. louier isi grant,
^ue li si en angle I'enportent cantant
En paradis, qui est resplendi sant.
La est en gloire et o Deu sejornant. (l)
For scie amor i fet vertus molt grant.
Almost identically the same lines occur in Ali scans under consider^
ably different conditions. Vivien has been killed and Guillaujne is
left alone among a great host of Saracens. He sees that it is use-
less to try to fight any longer and decides to flee rather than
throw away his life. Ihiere seems to be an attempt to justify this
especially:
action:
(1) La Chevalerie Vivien, ms. of Berne, fol. 9vo.
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Puis k(e) il voit k'i ne puet avancir
Et ke sa force ne li puet esforcir,
S*il plus demeure, por fol se puet teniir,
Quant por .1. cop en veut .C. requellir.
Bien vos puis dire, por voir et sans mentir,
Ainc nus horn d'armes ne puet tes fais souffrir
Coin fist Guillaumes, qui Diex ^'uist beneir.
Molt se pena tos tans de Dieu servir
Et de sa loi ensaucier et tenir;
Ainc n'ot .1, jor vers paiens de losier.
Quant les tenoit, nes faisoit pas langir,
Nes faisoit mie en sa prison jesir,
Ainc n'en fist un a raechon venir,
Mais a droiture I'ame dou cors issir.
Por chou nel porent ainc Sarrasin chirir;
Mais nostre Sires le veut si maintenir
Ke ses sains angles tramist a sen fenir,
Et si est sains; Diex l*a fait beneir
Sn paradis celestre. (1)
Vivien, the nephew of Guillaume, is also represented as a
brave knight and true Christian. His cruelties do not fall short of
those of his uncle. He has just been knighted and is setting out
on his first campaign against the pagans. The account of him and
his men continues as follows:
II sont entre en Espagne la grant.
La terre gastent as Turs et as Persanz,
Tuent les fames, ocient les enfanz.
Par tote I'ost fet crier Viviens:
"Qui porra prendre nul paien mescreant
NJen preigne mie ne or fin ne argent, (2)
Mes il li toille la teste maintenant"
We have other evidence to show that Vivien tortures the Saracens.
He is besieging Barcelona:
devant
Tant sist^Wiviens I'alose
Qu'il fist a forche les grans murs craventer.
Si prist la vile, nus nel peut contrester.
Qui en Bieu ne valt croire fist W. decoler. (o)
Et cil qui Dieu valt croire fist il en fons lever.
(1) All scans, Guessard, vv. 624^.42. Of. Ali scans , edition of Halle,
vv. S24-640a, b, etc. There are some variations in the text but the
tv/o passages are essential^ the same.
(2) Guillaume d 'Oran/^e
,
Jo/ .cbloet, I., p. 164: vv. 62-f?8 of
Li Covenan s Vivien .
(3) La Cheva lerie Vivien, ms. of Bolo^jna, fol, 82vo.

The zeal of Vivien was by no means unuasual for the ti^.e, as subse-
quent citations v/ill show. Today such conduct is inconceivable in
anyone but the veriest savage.
Another passage will show that the inhabitants of Barcelona did
not fare v/orse than their co-religionists in other places.
Viviens fut molt gentis e molt beirs.
Ains puis celle ore que il fut adobeis,
N'avoit li anfes .1. sol jor reposes
De Sarrasins ocirre e afoler.
Cant il puet prenre Sarrasin ne Escler
II no velt mie por avoir rachater. (l)
Tout maintenant li fait lo chief coper.
Vivien was not at all exceptional. He v/as just v/hat the age de-
manded. The same manuscript furnishes evidence that his acts were
abetted by his colleagues, and gives a vivid picture of the extent of
his barbarity. The following applies to him and his men:
Gil sont entrei en Espagne la grant.
Gastent les terres as Turs e as Persans.
Tuent les meres, s'ocient les enfens.
Par tote I'ost fait crier V/iviens:
"Q,ui pora prendre paien ne mescreant, -{2)
N'en preigne ja ne or fin ne argent,
Mais il li toille la teste maintenant."
It seems v/ell to assemble at this point all references to Sar-
acens who fell into the hands of the Christians and either refused,
or were not given an opportunity, to become proselytes. After Charle-
(3)
magne has taken Sarragosa, he breaks the idols and razes the pagan
temples to the ground. Some of the Saracens are baptized. The rest
(1) La Chevaleri e Vivien , ms. of Bib. Nat., fol. 204. Cf. Guillaume
d' Orange « Jonckbloet, I., p. 165: vv. 73-88 of Li Covenans Vivi en.
( 2 ) Supra . (o) As a matter of fact the Koran prohibits even pic-
tures, both of men and animals. The conclusion is, therefore, that
the images of the Christians were veritable idols, and that they nat'
urally ascribed the same things to their enemies.
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are killed: sonie are burned; others, hanged; and the remainder are
(1)
killed in various v/ays.
A terrible massacre of Mohammedans is recorded in Aspremon t. The
men are killed outright and the women are baptized, either willingly
(2)
or forcibly.
The real test of the genuineness of the conversion of a Saracen •
seems to have been his Y/illingness to force his subjects into the bap-
tismal fount. Ganor has aided the young Gui in avenging his father.
During the time that he is in France he sees Gui ' s mother. Aye had al-
ways been counted a very beautiful woman and novi that she is a widow
she is irresistible. Ganor falls in love with her. He is such an ex-
cellent man and such a valiant warrior that we are sure that she will
accept him. But she does not do so at once, l^hether she is conscious
of her power or whether she really has religious scruples that cause
her to overlook every other good trait is not safe to say. We only
know that she refuses to marry 8 pagan. Ganor, lured by such an ex-
ceptional rev/ard, readily becomes a Christian. He seems immediately
to be filled with a thirst for blood. Before v/e are allowed to see
the marriage performed we are halted in front a gruesome picture:
Puis a fet ses barons Ganor crestienner
Et cil qui ne se vout a ce fet acorder (3)
Li rois Ganor li fet le chief du bu coper.
In the sequel to Aye d' Avignon , we have a similar case. The A-
miral du Coine is in love with the beautiful Flandrine. He is con-
verted and is at once a true Christian:
Et I'amirant du Coine crestiente donnee
Et toute sa meisnee aussi crestiennee (4)
Et que cheu ne vout fere, s'at la teste coupee.
(l)La Chanson de Roland, vv. 5660ff. (2) Gautier, Les apopees
Francaiser . II., p. 65ff. Cf. For mention of the same cruelty:
Scritti Vari di Filologia
, p. 574. (5) d'Avignon, P. 126.
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Duke Naimes relates the history of Narbonne to Charlemagne. He
says that the city was taken by Roland and that all of the pagans
(1)
were dismembered. The Christians take Busbante and kill all those
(2)
who will not be baptized. Namieri has conquered the Saracen, Rambaldo
,
He holds him on the ground and urges him to become a Christian. Y^Yien
(3)
he refuses, Namieri strikes off his head. The Narbonnais take Tortosa
and massacre those v/ho will not be baptized: " He who would not be
(4)
baptized, they cut to pieces." The same inhuman treatment was ac-
(5)
corded the people of Barcelona. The country round about v/as devasta-
(6)
ted and all who would not be baptized v/ere killed. The Narbonnais
take Perpignan and kill all who v/ill not surrender, " and some of
(7)
them asked to be baptized." The people of the cities of Pertugio and
(8)
Girone ask to be baptized and are. well treated. The same proceedure
(9)
is repeated in other cities.
In an unusually bloody battle before Terragona, the Saracens
yield and flee. The Christians pursue them, " killing them vdth the
sword, without pardoning the life of anyone, to avenge the dead Chrie-'
(10)
tians." The people of Terragona open the city gates and cry:
" Baptism.' Baptism.* " The Christians capture a ship v/hich is carrying
away some prisoners. All of the Saracens are killed and cast into
the sea. They tie lead around the neck of Morando, the Saracen chief,
(11)
and throw him into the water.
Note (4) page 14: Qui de Nanteuil , p. 95.
(I) Aymeri d^ Narbonne. vv. 285-294. (2) Nerbonesi, I., p. 93.
(3) Ibid , p. 136 .. (4) tl6id,II.
. pp. 7-10. Cf. Ibid ", pp. 52-35.
(5) Ibid, pp. 56-58. (6 ) Supra . Cf. Ibid , p. 110. (7) Ibid, p. 104.
(8) Ibid , p. 105. (9) Ibid , p. 110. (10) Ibid, p. 126.
(II) Ibid, p. 230.
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By the use of strategy the Christians get possession of a for-
tress. The Saracen who had made himself master of the place and all
(1)
his men are beheaded.
In view of the foregoing citations, there can be no doubt of
the attitude of the Christians towards an enemy of different reli-
but
gion. Such barbarity is inconceivable in civilized people, 4.t is the
history of the mediaeval Christian. To him, the mere fact of a pa-
gan's being a pagan was more than reason enough for murdering him.
As horrible as these cruelties are, they are paled by the av/ful-
ness of other instances. The foTlowing cases have to do more with
individuals than whole communities.
Rainouart, the son of Desrarae, has become a Christian. Because
his father will not give up his old religion, Rainouart kills him.
He displays the head on a pillar before the palace and. throws the
(2)
body into the sea.
Namieri is surrounded . by his army after a brilliant victory
near Narbonne, and is fighting Lionfero. The Saracen is being worsted
Namieri commands him to surrender and be baptized. Lionfero replies
that death is preferable. The fight begins again and Lionfero is
completely vanquished. He tells Namieri that he has a request to
make. He is told that he will be granted anything except permission
to go av/ay with only the promise of being baptized. When he asks
that his body be sent to his father, Namieri agrees and then beheads
(3)
him.
(l) Nerbonesi
,
II., p. 525. Cf. for the same events Foucon de
Candie, ms. "774 of Bib. Nat. of Paris, fol. lOSro.
r2)1^neberg, La Geste Rainouart, p. 86.
( S ; Nerbonesi , pp. 193-195.
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Just after Guillaume takes Niraes, he captures Marette, the
young brother of the Saracen king, Aspirotto. Guillaume orders him to
be baptized. The .lohaiimiedan says that he prefers to die, and curses
the Christian religion. Guillaume siezes him and throws him from one
(1)
of the palace windows.
Fierabras, after his defeat by Oliver, became a Christian. His
father, Balant, is still a pagan. Charlemagne orders Fierabras to
kill him but the son hesitates. Finally, the emperor asks for a man
v/ho will rid him of this wicked pagan. Then Ogier speaks:
" Volenti ers I'ocire, car ferment m*a pene."
•II a traite Courtain au puig d'or noile.
La teste li trencha, voiant tout le bame, (2)
Et Fierabras li a le meffait pardonne.
Guillaume is fighting his way from the Ali scans to Orange. He
has just encountered the fifteen Saracen kings and killed five of
them. Then the sixth, Esmere, addresses him as follows:
"Sire Guillaumes, dist li rois Esmere,
Porquoi m'as tu a tort desirete
Et pris ma terre outre ma volente
Et mes .II. freres, ke tant avoie ame,
Batis tu tant en ton palais liste
Ke de leur sane en coururent li gue?"
Et dist Guillaumes: " Vos dites nicete.
^.lis que li horn n'aimme crestipnte,
Et il net Dieu et despit carite,
N'a droit k'il vive, je (le) di par verte,(3)
Et ki I'ocist s'a destruit .1. malfe."
(1) Nerbonesi , II., p. oS2l (2) Fierabras , pp. 180-lRl.^Gf. Ibid ,
P« 182: La gent painne en ont tant qu'il pueent menee.
Q,ui ne veut croire Dieu s'ot la teste caupee.
(3) Ali scans , p. 33. It seems advisable in some cases to give the old
French. It leaves less chance for errors ard is frequently more vivid
than a summary could be.
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The tv/o persons v,^om Guillautne is here charged with killing are
evidently the sons of Tibaut who were siezed and killed at taking of
Orange. There seems to be some disagreement about v/ho actually did
the deed. For example, the king of Cordova, in talking of this event
to Tibaut, says of Guillaume:
(1)
Orange a prise et tes fiz detranchiez.
On the other hand, there are passages that indicate that Guibour
commited the crime: Tibaut, in his anger, addresses Guibour, v/ho is
absent. He tells how she betrayed him by receiving Guillaujne and his
companions into Orange, and then he continues:
ilalement ra'a de mes filz departiz.
Prist en les testes sor un perron voutiz. (2)
Feme est deables, et ses faiz et ses diz.
Another mention is found in the Nerbonesi and is, in substance,
as follows: Guillaume and his friends have just taken the city. ^Vhen
they arrive at the palace, Guibour hurls one of Tibaut 's sons to the
ground from the balcony. But the supposed author of the poem, Uberto
(5)
di San Martin, says: " To me, who have done these last books of the
Nerbonesi
. it does not seem that this could have been, for many rea-
sons. The first, neither Guibour nor Bertrand would have allowed it.
Rather they would have sent him to his father. In the second place,
Guibour was so virtuous and amiable, equally with reference to cru-
elty and infamy, that she would not have done it. In the third place,
I do not find that this cruelty was ever attributed to any of the
Narbonnais. However, they say it." Further mention of the death of
(1) Foucon de Gandie , ms. 25518 of Bib. Nat.,fol. 13ro.
(2) lbid, fol. 135VO.
(3) Andrea da Barbino collected the story of the Narbonnais in Ital-
ian, but it seems that part of the work v/: s done by other persons.
(4) Nerbonesi
, I., pp. 414-415.
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this child is made in the Nerbonesi :" il nostro signiore re Tibaldo
d'Arabia fu rotto a Oringa; e anche vedete che per forza gli anno tol
(1)
ta ancora la sua donna, e morto il suo figliuolo." There is no doubt
(2)
but v/hat the crime v/as coramited, for v/e find that Tibaut resolves to
lay siege to Orange to avenge the loss of Guibour and the little son
who perished there. Andrea de Barbino probably finds the death of
this child charged to Guillaume but does not v/ant to admit it of his
hero.
The follov/ing additional references will indicate that the were
cruel in the extreme towards those that fell into their hands. Ugo-
ne da Fieravilla captures the Saracen, Aliostro, whom he knows to be
a great enemy of Namieri. He kills him and throws the head at the
(3)
feet of Namieri as a trophy. Guiot, a young Christian, beheads Des-
rame who is lying on the ground, unable to rise on account of his
(4)
v/ounds. Comuafer, a Saracen v;ho has been spying in France, has just
returned to the court of his king. He begins the account of his adveft
tures by saying:
"A Paris fui o plus mestre donjon
je vi Charle o le flori guernon;
Cort tint molt riche, s'i ot maint haut baron.
Tot lor covine soi mout bien jusq'en son.
S'il m*i selissentj^felise rean$)on, (5)
Ainz me pandisent an guisse de larron"
.
The natural consequence of this passage is that Saracen spies were,
if not regularly, generally hanged. But the Christians committed
even more sickening outrages on spies. We find that Guillaume d'Oran-
ge caused them to be mutilated horribly. He gouged out their eyes and
(6)
tore their tongues from their mouths.
(1) Nerbonesi, II., p. 77. (2) Ibid, pp. 558-559. (s) Ibid , I, pp.
192-199. (D Chancon de Willelme, v. 1960ff. (5) Les Narbonnais,
V. 54r64ff. (6) Foulque de Candie, Tarbe, P. 57.
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A similar cruelty is recorded in Le .Siege de Narbonne * The de-
fenders of the city have been aLuofit starved when Roumans and Gui-
llaiime force their way through the besiegers with provisions for the
famished host on the inside. After he has satisfied his hunger, Ay-
meri regains all of his savagery. He has some Saracen spies, v/hom he
has captured, brought before him. With his own hand he mangles them;
from each one of them he cuts a hand, the lov/er lip, the nose, and
tears an eye from its socket. The half dead Saracens are then sent
(1)
as a present to their chief.
This suggests the famous passage where Vivien mutilates some
Saracens and sends them as a present to the emir of Cordova. Vivien
has taken the Saracsn city of Porpallart and has been making it his
headquarters for seven years. One day a ship arrives at the city.
Vivien goes down to see who is in charge of it:
Li preus V/iviens ne se vait targier.
II et sa gent se font tost haubergier.
"^ers la nef se vont u furent li paien.
Et quant paien les virent vers els a aprochier,
Esfree furent durement, che sachies.
Li maistres va devant, cil qui miels sot plaidier.
' 7.t V/iviens les prist a araisnier:
"Dont estes vous, fait il, dites moi sans atargier.*"
Li maistres respont: "Sire, d'un estrange raisnier,
Si sommes homme Desrame au vis fier,
Le riche roi qui tant fait a prissier,
Q,ui Cordres a trestot a justicier.
XI. rois a soz lui a baillier.
Par I/Iahomet, li xv. sont si fil.
.1. fil a il perdu, dont molt est courechies.
Vi. ans a ja passe qu'il ns le vit dss iels.
Che fu tous li mainsnes, mentir ne vous en quier."
V/iviens ot de eel roi qui tant par estoit fiers.
Volenti ers feroit cose dont se deust courechier.
Ces paiens fist tous prendre sans longes atargier.
Tous .i. et .i. les a fait mahaignier.
L'un fist colper le brach et a 1' autre le pie.
L'autre a les iels creves, I'autre a le nes trenchie
Le langue ou les ore lies ont li auquant trenchie.
N*i ot .i. seul paien qui ne fust mahaignie,
(1) Fors seulement que .iiii. tant en i a d'entier.
Gautier, Les Bpopees Frangaises
. JV, p. 330.
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Chaus a pris V/iviens, si lor fist fianchier
Q,u'il merront cele nef a ces Turs mahaignier
Tout droitement a Cordres ou rois Desrames ert.
Dist Wiviens: "Or entendes, paien.'
Vous en ires a Cordres sans point de delaier,
Si dires vo seignor, Desrame le guerrier, (l)
Cest present 11 envoie li vassaus Wiviens,
Li neveus a Guillaume d' Orange, Brachefier."
Still another similar incident is found in Bataille Loquifer .
DesraiTie has resolved to capture and imprison his rebellious son,
Rainouart, v/ho has run away and taken up his abode in Prance. Isabras
and Clarion are given charge of the ship that carries the army. They
are much in dread of Rainouart and decide to try to take him by strat-
agem. By promising him great stores of wealth they succeed in invei-
gling him, v/ith his wife and barons, to board the ship. The gang-
plank is raised and the pagans fall upon the French. But Rainouart
with his "tinel" is too much for them. Clarion then suggests another
plan. The pagans will shut themselves up in the cabin of the ship, and
the French, v^^ho know nothing of navigation, will be forced to surren-
der. The cabin seems to be unable to stand against the terrible blows
of Rainouart and the pagans agree to surrender and be baptized. Rai-
nouart accepts the offer with pleasure. Then, every one is feasted.
As was usual for Rainouart, he falls asleep. Ee awakes the next morn-
ing to find his companions dead and his "tinel" gone. The pagans are
injthe ship's boat. It is their intention to sink the abandoned ship
before Rainouart rouses from his stupor. Here again, they are foiled.
Rainouart hears his v;ife, the beautiful Aelis, lamenting and leaps
into the boat. Before any one can stop him Hne- seizes his "tinel" and
Tails upon the pagans. In a few minutes, only fourteen of them are
(1) La Chevalcrie Vivien, ms. of BoloCTia. fol. 83vo-S5ro. Cf.
Guillaume d* Orange , Jonckbloet, I, p. 166; vv. 105-126 of Li Cove-
nans Vivien.
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left £in.ive. Rainouart binds the survivors and bides his tine to ar-
range a more cruel fate for them than mere death. Towards evening, a
French vessel cones to the assistance of Rainouart. All of the dead
Saracens are loaded into the ship (dromon) . After the captives have
been mutilated in the most inconceivable manner, they are thro?/n in
with the cadavers and sent away as a present from Rainouart to his
(1)
father.
The case of Rainouart is, in some respects, a special one. He
was bom a Saracen but left home because he disagreed with his father
Desrame. Guillaume finds the young giant working as a scullion in
the kitchen of king Louis and takes him to Orange. Guibour recognizes
him as her brother. He is armed and, even before his baptism, becomes
baptized and
the main stay of the Christian army. After he has been^^knighted, he
marries the king's daughter, Aelis. There can be, then, no real ob-
jection to listing all of the cruelties of Rainouart as cruelties of
a Christian.
Besides those just mentioned, other acts of Rainouart are unques
tionable to be placed in the category of cruelties. For example, he
comes upon a Saracen, Valegrapes, •'.^^om he calls his brother, and re-
fuses to greet him because he is not a Christian. After a short par-
ley, Rainouart kills him, all unarmed as he is, giving as a reason
(2)
that he v/as a pagan.
The following recital is perhaps more curious than cruel. Rai-
nouart (in Italian, Rinuardo ) has just killed a Saracen prisoner. He
is being censured for it v/hen Guillaume arrives on the scene and asks
(1) Runeberg, J., La Geste Rainouart
. pp. 36-37.
(2( Ali scans , p. 195. Cf. Ibid , p. 227; and Nerbonesi, II., p. 517ff.

why he did it. Rainouart replies: " Because he had never renounced
his religion. Now, your religion demands that whosoever will not re-
nounce his religion (paganism) shall be killed, and, if you had kill-
ed him, it would be my duty to avenge his death, ( Rainouart and the
prisoner were kinsmen.) and I do not want to have to seek vengeance"
(1)
GuillauTie laughs at thi ; reply.
Rainouart, after he becomes a Christian, is down-cast on ac-
count of the death of his wife. The following reasons are given for
his dejection: Firstly, he had not kept his vov/ to Christ in not kill
ing his father, or at least having him baptized; secondly, he had
killed certain ones of his brothers, who had become prisoners, with-
out first having them baptized, which had caused the loss of their
(2)
souls. Rainouart becomes a pilgrim and a hermit in order to atone for
(5)
these sins.
(1) Nerbonesi, II,, pp. 514-515.
(2) Ibid, p. 550.
(3) Ibid, p. 551.
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CRUELTIES AGAINST CHRISTIANS
Having demonstrated that the Christians were out and out sav-
ages in their treatment of enemies of a different religion, the next
step v/ill be to show that, in their relations with each other, they
were guilty of even greater inhumanity. The following incidents
will be, as nearly as possible, divided into two groups: first,
cruelty in war; second, cruelty in civil relations.
"Die treatment of traitors will form the larger part of the
first of these subdivisions. The regular manner of punishing a trai-
tor seems to have been hanging. Guillaume, protector of the young
king, has fifteen men hanged as traitors, and beheads as many more
(K
for the same offense. The following passage seems to state the law
in the case of men v^o betrayed their fellov/s:
II
Je voz ferai as forches balloier. (2)
Home traltre doit on ainsiz paier"
(3)
The same sentiment is expressed in Renaus de ulontauban . Again, Pa-
rise innocently and unwittingly poisoned her brother-in- law, Beuve.
Raymond is going to bum her. She protests her innocence and the
treacherous Milon offers to defend her cause. He purposely allovrs
himself to be vanquished. Clarembauz learns of his perfidy and
(4)
hangs him to a gallov/s. With one other citation, the matter will be
left as sufficiently clear:
Li parent Guenelon ja nus n'en ara droit. (5)
Q,ui les pendroit as fourques grant osmosne feroit.
(1) Nerbonesi , I., pp. 323-;<;30. Cf. Aye d'Avi.^on , p. 8. (2) Gaydon ,
p. 224. (3) p.440ff. (4) Gui de Nantouil , p. 37. (5) Parise , p. 19.
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If this were the only punishment inflicted on traitors, the
(1)
Christians would go on record as more cruel than the Saracens. But
further investigation makes a worse case against them. The prominence
of La Chanson de Roland makes it well to begin with the punishment
of Ganelon for betraying the French at Roncevaux. As soon as Charle-
magne is convinced that Ganelon has been the cause of Roland's death,
he has him bound. His beard and mustache are plucked out; they beat
him with their fists and with sticks; they put a chain about his
neck and lead him along as if he were a bear; they make him ride in
disgrace on a miserable pack mule. The cooks and scullions are allow-
ed to do all these things so that Ganelon 's shame may be as great as
(2)
possible.
When they arrive at Aix-la-Chapelle, Charlemagne orders the trai-
tor to be tied to a pillar in front of his palace. People come and
(3)
beat him with sticks and knotted ropes till he cries out with pain.
After a time, the king calls a council to decide how Ganelon shall be
put to death. They are all for freeing him except Thierri who pro-
posed to hang him and throw his body out to be torn to pieces by
(4)
dogs: Si com felon qui felonie fist. In the verses that follov/ the
last citation, Pinabel maintains the cause of Ganelon against Thierri
but is vanquished. Ganelon is then killed. In order that the recital
may not lose any of its horror, the text will be given:
Q,uatre destriers font amener avant,
Puis si li leient et les piez et les mains.
Li cheval sont orgoillos et corant,
Q^uatre serjant les acoeillent devant
Devers une ive qui est enmi un champ.
Tomez est Guenes a perdition grant.
(1) The regular punishment for traitors among the Arabs was to deprivt^
them of their wealth. (Dozy, Recherches , I., p. 330.) (2) Roland , vv.
1816-1329. (3) Ibid, v. 3754ff . (4l Ibid , vv. 3831-3833.
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Trestuit si nerf molt li sont estendant,
Et tuit li membre de son cors derompant.
Sor I'herbe verte en espant li clers sans.
Guenes est morz come fel recredanz: (l)
Q,ui tradist altre, nen est droit qu'il s'en vant.
The fate of Ganelon does not stand alone as the most atrocious
cruelty to traitors. Charlemagne is charged in another place with ty-
(2)
ing traitors to the tails of horses and dragging them to death. Again,
(3)
Pynabel is said to have been killed in the same way. Still another
instance is found in Daurel et Beton . It seems necessary to outline
briefly the story of this poem. Beton is saved by Daurel, a jongleur ,
from the fury of the false Gui when he is a mere child. He grows up
at the court of the king of Babylon and returns to avenge his father.
After he has captured Gui, he turns him over to Daurel because Gui
had killed his child. The traitor is tied to the tail of a horse and
dragged from one end of Poitier to the other till he is killed. His
(4)
body is then thrown out to be devoured by vultures.
There are two mentions of the punishment of Macaire. He makes
insulting advances to the queen, Blanche flore. She resents the in-
sult and complains to Charlemagne. He does not believe her. Macaire,
out of vengeance, has Charlemagne discover an ugly dwarf in the
queen's room. The king is so angry that he is on the point of burning
her but changes his mind and sends her into exile. Later, he learns
the treachery of Macaire and punishes him as follows:
Machario fait lier tot en primer
E a civals elo lo fait trainer
Par tot Paris e devant e darer.
Darer lui vait peon e ^livaler,
Pipoli e grandi, garpon e ba$;aler,
Si grandement e uper e crier.
Quant a 50 fa to, retome a li placer;
(1) Roland , V. .5965ff. (2) Renaus de Montauban
, p. 440.
(3) Gaydon, p. 9. (4) Daurel et Beton, v. 2055ff.
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Ilec fait un gran fois alumer.
Ilec le fi e arder e bruxer. (l)
In another poem it is said that Makaire was pulled to pieces by four
(2)
horses.
The terrible battle between Macaire and the grey-hound of Aube-
ri reminds one of the gladiatorial combats of Rome. It is, perhaps,
well to pause for an account of this unusual bit of savagery. The
queen had been sent away, escorted only by Auberi. Macaire followed
in the hep e of killing him and getting possession of Blanche^lore.
He does overtake him and kill him. But, during the fight, the queen
escapes to the woods. Macaire returns to Paris. Some days later, Au-
beri's dog bounds into the palace and tears open Macaire *s cheek.
Some of the knights follow the dog and find the dead body of Auberi.
They at once accuse Macaire of murder. To prove his innocence, he
has to fight the dog. After a terrible conflict, he is vanquished
(3)
and punished as described above.
Another case in point in the matter of traitors is that of Be-
rangier and his kinsmen, who decided to be rid of Parise in order
that her lineage might be exterminated. They send her some poisoned
fruit but she does not eat it. When the treachery is discovered, the
punishment follows:
Beranger et Gontagle et lo felon Herdre,
Les mains derer lo dos fait estroit noer.
II an fait .1. grant feu d'espines alumer;
Li traitor i furent maintenant tralne,
Toz .III. ou feu les ont et flatiz et getez.
Li feus fu granz et chauz, tantost fu ambrose; (4)
Les harmes d'euz s'en vont a enfer osteler.
Only one other instance has been noted where the punishment of
a traitor was so severe. Boeve has been sold to the Saracens by his
(1) Macaire , p. 104ff. (2) A.jol , vv. lOPOO-lOOOS.
(3) Macaire, p. 91ff. (4) Parise ^ p. 91.

mother who married her husband's murderer, Doun. The young Christ-
(1)
ian grows to manhood at the court of the king of Babylon. Finally,
(2) of
he returns to England and,, with the aid AEscopart, a pagan giant
whom he has proselyted to Christianity, succeeds in defeating Doun
whom he kills in a most horrible manner:
"Sire Boves," dist il, ne vus qer celer,
de crier merci ne me avera mester;
ma mort vus vodrai voluntiers pardoner
si ke a une cop me facez tuer"
.
"Nun fray", dist Boves, si deu me pusse eyder.'"
Boves ad fet de plum aporter
une fosce fet il en tur aparailer,
de plum boylant le fet tot empler
pus ad fet Doun par dedens getter.
"Ore se poet", dist Boves, sire Doun bainer, (3)
Si il eyt freyd, ore se purra chaufer"
The feeling seems to have been that men guilty of especially hein-
ous offenses merited a worse fate than hanging.
The following incidents are not so closely connected with the
militarj'-. As for that matter, Macaire, Doun, Gui, and Berangier
might be regarded rather as criminals than traitors in the modem
use of the word. They had not betrayed their country and may, there-
fore, be considered murderers. Their punishment then falls into the
list of cruelties of the Christians in civil relations. In this con-
nection, the cruelty to women next demands attention. The first
thing that strikes one about the treatment of women may not be gen-
erally
.
accepted as a cruelty, but it is so commun that it deserves
mention. The king seems to have had undisputed authority in the
disposition of a lady's hand. It was not unusual for a man to fores
a v/oman to marry him against her will. It is a little strange that
(1) Cf. Daurel et Be ton . (2) The scene of this poem is in England.
(3) Boeve de Kaumtone, vv. 2357-2367.
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the king should be represented as forcing a v/oman to marry the man
(1)
who had ;-.iurdered her husband. Charlemagne is often bribed to inter-
pose his authority in marriages of this sort.
Two instances of royal intervention in the matter of marriages
are worthy of notice. Hugues, who covets Aceline, the wife of Orson,
and who is Orson's best friend, sells him into bondage to the Sara-
cens, and
,
with the help of Charlemagne, forces Aceline to marry
(2) cruelties
him. The long list of^ inflicted on Aceline because she v/ill not sub-
mit to her husband will be taken up later.
Beuve is the husband of Charlemagne's sister, Ermengart. Gui,
Tiho is the sworn friend of Beuve, covets his wife. One day while
they are hunting Gui kills him and, in order to escape detection,
puts him into the teeth of the wild boar that thev had been chasing.
(3)
Charlemagne compels his sister to marry Gui.
V/hether or not it was a cruelty to force a woman, under circum-
stances peculiarly atrocious, to marry a man against her will may be
debatable, but there can be no doubt about the barbarity of the re-
citals which follow. Ermengart fears that Gui will kill Beton, the
child of her first husband, and sends him away to be nursed by a
peasant, when Gui pretends that he wants to bring up Beton as his
own son and asks to see the child, Ermengart replies that she found
(1) Raoul de Cambrai, v. 5666, 6856, 6790; Daurel et Beton , v. 644,
715ff.; Blie de Saint Gille
, v. 1735; Aymeri de Narbonne, v. 2392,
2474; Gui de Nanteuil
. p. 39. (2) Orson de Beauvais , vv. 412-421;
430-437. (5) Daurel et Beton , vv. 378-58 3; 443-446; 475.
Cf
.
Bo eve de Haumtone , vv. 2099-2100:
Ore vus dirai de Miles 1' adverser
Ke fist Josian mal gre le sun esposer.
There is, however, no mention of the king's having any part in the
co-ercion,
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him dead by her side, seven days ago. Gui says that she has lied. She
replies that he is better at lying than she since he, and not the
wild boar, killed Beuve. At this, Gui springs to his feet and kicks
(1)
her with his spurs till the blood runs from her sides. Then Ermen-
gart confesses that she has sent her son away, and says that he will
live to be a nian and avenge the murder of his father. This statement
brings to mind another cruelty of Gui • s which is of sufficient im-
portance to warrant a slight pause. He offers a reward for the infor-
mation that will enable him to apprehend Beton. Erbart, a fisherman,
accidently lands upon the island where Aiceline is hiding with the
young noble. He hurries back and announces his discovery to Gui. Dau-
rel, the .jongleur , arrives at the island ahead of Gui and carries the
child to his own wife. IVhen Gui reaches the island and asks for Beto^,
Aiceline tells him that some sailors have stolen her ward. He is not
deceived by this reply. He decides to torture the nurse into a con-
fession. He has some sharp thorns brought and strikes the unfortunate
(2)
woman in the breast with them till the blood and milk stream out.
After this digression, we return to the cruelty of a husband to
his wife. Aymeri thinks that his sons are too idle and prepares to
send them out to battle in the army of Charlemagne. Kermengart, his
wife, objects and tells her husband that he is acting foolishly;
that the pagans will learn that the city is without defenders and
will come to destroy them. Aymeri is so angry that he strikes her
with his fist so hard that she falls and her face turns black from
(3)
the blov/.
(1) Daurel et Beton , vv. 760-753. J^) Ibid , v. 918ff.
(3) Les Narbonnais, v. 433ff.
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Again, Hugues is angry with Aceline because she will not sub-
CD
mit to him and beats her unmercifully. He even gets so angry that he
hits her in the teeth:
Kugues fait a la dame assez de deshonor:
Li traltres la bat et par nuit et par jour,
Si la feri aus dens, tant par fu plains d'irour.
Avaul la clere face li sans vermaus an cor, (2)
Teins est li orilleus de sane et de suour.
Only one other case of a woman's being beaten by her husband has
been noted. Hunbaut, who is represented as a very vile man, is angry
with his wife because she will not aid him in a treason that he is
(3)
planning, and strikes her in the mouth with his fist.
It seems not to have been uncommon for a husband to bum his
wife alive if she were thought guilty of inconstancy. Charlemagne,
through the knavery of Macaire, is led to believe that his wife has
been unfaithful. He makes preparation to burn her. The people are as-
(4)
sembled and the fire is lighted. The priest confesses her and learns
that she is pregnant. Her sentence is commuted for this reason to
(5)
exile.
The situation of Parise is very similar. She unwittingly lets
her brother-in-law, Beuve, eat some poisoned fruit that was intended
for her. The traitor, Berangier, makes Raymond believe that his wife
has intentionally killed his brother. He is ready to burn her, when
the priest who confesses her tells her husband that she is pregnant.
She escapes being burned but is sent off alone into exile.
(1) Orson de Beauvais
. vv. 611-618; 778-783; 825-856; 1171-1181.
(2) Ibid , vv. 774-783.
(3) A.iol, vv. 7258-7282> Cf. Clarembauz seizes the second vafe of
Raymond and has her abused by his men. ( Parise
. p. 62ff . )
(4) Cf. Tristan et Isolt ; and also Chretien de Troyes, Yvain, vv.
3721-5769; 4318-4385.
(5) Macaire
. p. 47ff.
(6) Pari sc . p. 19.
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The matter of this confession of Parise is of sufficient impor-
tance to excuse a slight digression. After Raymond has granted life
to his wife, he allov/s the priest to be burned for the reason that
(1)
he had betrs^yed the secrets of the confessional. This is a rare in-
cident; no other mention of the violation of the confessional has '
been found in the Chansons de Geste . The charge is still made that
priests allov/ innocent men to die, and guilty ones to go unpunished,
rather than make public a single bit of information which has been
(2)
obtained in the confession.
V/e return to the story of Hugues and Aceline. As stated in the
preceding pages, Hugues beat her. \'Jhen he found that he could gain
nothing by it, he resorted to the most unheard-of cruelty. He had
her buried in the ground up to her waist and starved her in the hope
of forcing her to yield to him. Finally, he realizes that she will
never be submissive to him, and decides to burn her. She is already
L
(1) Parise , pp. 21-25. (2) "A decision involving an interesting
romance, and also of considerable importance to the followers of the
Roman Catholic faith, was recently rendered by the ninth chamber of
the civil court of the Seine, w^ich imposed upon the Abbe Breton, vi-
caire of the Cathedral at Meaux, a fine of 200 francs and costs for
betraying the secrets of the confessional. The court held that
by no consideration of public or private interest was such violation
of the confessional to be held excusable." ( Law Motes , subsequent to
Dec 6, 1901, and probably from the year 1902. ) Traces of the invi-
olability of the confessional are seen among the Protestant priests.
Chester Gillette was executed for murder. He made a confession to
his spiritual advisers who gave out the following statement:
Because our relationship with Chester Gillette v/as privileged
we do not deem it wise to make a detailed statement and simply wish
to say that no legal mistake was made.
(Signed) Henry Mcllravy,
Cordelle Kerrick.
(Kansas City Star, March 30, 1908. )
Representative ApMadoc introduced a bill in the house of the Illi-
nois Legislature to prohibit the violation of the confessional. The
bill is made to apply to Roman Catholics and Protestants alike. The
maximum punishment is to be not more than five years imprisonment in
the penitentiary. ( Chicago Inter-Ocean , April 2, 1909. )

being dragged to the lighted fire when she is saved. In view of the
unusual circumstances in connection with this torture, it seems well
to giv-.. the text which relates these savage acts:
"Traltres", dit la dame, "Dex te puist malelr.'
Tu me fais ce a honte et a dolor morir:
Mainjuent moi laisardes, coleuvres et fremis,
Et les henches me fallent, ne me puis soutenir.
Car me tranche la teste, que plus ne puis garir;
Ausi ne pourais tu a mon corps avenir,
Ne jai n'avrais pousance certes de moi ovrir."
Et quant Eugues l^antant, le sane cuide raarrir.
Lors I'a traite de terre, si I'ait fait desfulr:
A cine serjans la fit tot maintenant sasir,
Une chape li fait aflubler et vestir,
Sor un roncin la fit a reboison celr.
Kugues prant la duchesse, li traltres falis;
D'une chape. I'aflublent, de Deu soit il honnis,
Par dedevers la corpe li a tome le vix:
Ardoir voudra la dame au gent cors signori.
Par dedefors Biauvaiz, bien une leue grant.
Fit Eugues fare un feu d'aubepines poinnans:
Mener i fait la dame qui out le cuer dolant,
Et quant Eugues I'antant, or a teil maltalant
Q,u'il ne pout dire mot; a deus pons la reprant.
Vers le feu la tralne; mout la vait laidangent.
"Pute", dit li traltres, "c*alez sarmonnant?
Q,ue ja home ne fame ne vous seront garant."
Dont vient il li fel, par les treces la prent:
Jai I'avoit tant menee apres lui tralnant
Q,ue pres dou feu I'a traite: -::"::":HH:--;:--::-:t"::-iHc-
Et Doz le referi de son poig ou menton,
Que trois dans maxelez li abait ou sab Ion:
Joste le feu I'abat, ou il vousit ou non.
Que toute en ot breulee sa barbe et son gemon:
Toz i fut remes Eugues an mi le vif charbon, (1)
Quant Berruier li salient et drecent contremont,
—
The objection may be urged that in none of these instances were
the women burned. This is not, however, any real objection, for in
each case the fire was lighted, and the victim escaped only by the
most unexpected good fortune. The poet at least knew of something
quite as horrible, if he had not seen an actual burning. He
(1) Orson de Beauvais , vv. 2007-2123.

probably let his heroine be dragged before the fire when she was in-
nocent to make his picture more effective. It would never do to let
her be burned if she were innocent. The natural conclusion to be
drawn from these instances is that burning was not unusual for woraen
found guilty of adultery. However, the Chanson de Saisnes affords a
striking contrast. Clharlemagne and his warriors are fighting the Sax-
ons along the Rhine. One day the news comes that all their wives,
save one, have given themselves over to the valets and servants that
have been left behind. Charlemagne and his army besiege the adulter-
esses and their minions who have fortified themselves in the tower
of Saint Herbert. ITirough the assistance of a divine miracle, the
(1)
fortress is taken and the men take back their wives.
Only two cases of a v/ife*s being cruel to her husband have been
noted. It may be that the v/omen were better than the men; and it may
be that the poets were too chivalrous to mention the savagery of
their lady auditors; or it may be that women were almost whollj'- in
the power of men. At any rate the women of the Chansons de Oeste
sometimes used their husbands ill. The cruelty of Lubias is indeed
terrible. Her husband, Amis, is dying of leprosy and she drives him
(2)
out to die alone in a miserable shanty. One Sunday as she is return-
ing from church. Amis falls at her feeljperishing with hunger. She
abuses him heartlessly and goes away while he is lying v/herc he fell.
She is wishing that he were dead when one of her vassals suggests
that she issue an order forbidding any one to furnish him food, and
assures her that, if this program is follov^ed, he will die very
(3)
soon. She immediately accepts his counsel.
(1) Gautier, Les Epopees Frangaises , II., P» 503.
(2) Amis et Amiles, Hofmann, v. 2227ff.
(5) Ibid, vv. 2520-2370.

The An^"i--Noman version of this sanie poem records a similar in-
hunianity. Amile contracts leprosy and his v/ife, Florentin, drives
him out of the house. He lives deserted except for the companion-
ship of a squire, idjprder that he may die more quickly, she forbids
^ (1)
any one to carry him focd or give it to him when he begs it. The
change of names is the essential difference in the two versions.
The story last referred to calls to mind cruelty to children.
Lubias beats her son, Girart, unmercifully for carrying food to his
(2) (5)
father. Florentin kills her son for a similar offense. Again, Boeve
is cruelly beaten by his mother because he reproaches her for her
treachery to his father. She strikes him to the ground, and then or-
(4)
ders him to taken away and killed. The boy's teacher saves him by a
ruse. VAien his mother learns that Boeve is still alive she sells him
(5)
to the Saracens.
The only other instances of cruelty to children bring out the
devotion of the vassal to the lord in a very striking manner. Daurel
has placed the baby Beton in the care of his wife, Beatris. Gui, as
we recall from the preceding pages, learns of the whereabouts of the
child. He comes before the jongleur's house and commands him to sur-
render the young lord. Knowing well that Gui intends to kill him,
Daurel hesitates. Finally, on the advice of his wife, he hands over
his own child. Y/e both admire and pity Beatris as she says:
(6)
"Morra mon filh, Monsenher er salvatz"
Thinking that the jongleur ' s child is Beton, Gui takes him by the
heels and dashes out his brains against a pillar before the eyes of
(1) Amis and Amiloun , Kftlbing, v. 833ff. (2) Amis et Amiles , Hof-
mann, vv. 2230-2243. (3) Amis and Amiloun , Kblbing, p. 167, note.
(4)Boeve de Kaumtone , vv. 226-238. (5) Ibid , v. 385ff.
(6) Daurel et Beton , v. 1013.
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(1)
of the horror-stricken parents. Another passage indicates that such
happenings were not infrequent:
"Purent mais gente en cest siecle vivant
Qui por autrui livraissent lor anfant (2)
Con fist Reniers et sa fame ausiu^.ent.
"
(1) Daurel et Beton, v. lOslff.
(2) Jourdain de Blaye « vv. 709-711: cited by M. P. Meyer in his in-
troduction to Daurel et Beton , p. XXIV. Cf . Ajol , vv. 72^8-7282:
Makaire throws two children into the Rhone.
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MISCELLANEOUS CRUELTIES
Certain actions of the characters of the Chansons de Geste have
been noted which border on cruelty. They are, for the most part, sin-
gle instances, and it seems advisable to set them apart as Miscellan-
eous Cruelties, although they are incidents that deal with the civil
relations of the Christians. Anotiier reason for making a separate
are
group of the events that follow is that theyAmore evidence of brutal-
ity than cruelty.
The sons of Aymeri de Narbonne seem to be characterized by their
savagery. Their regular reply to any news cr speech that displeased
theTi was a blov/ of club or fist. Hermengart, with true motherly sol-
licitude, sends two messengers after her sons, who have been driven
away from home by their father, with some pack animals loaded with
money and clothing. She wants her sons to be able to appear well at
Paris. Jocerant, one of the messengers, approaches Hernaut and tenders
him the treasures sent by his mother. Hernaut refuses them and tells
the messenger that she should have given them to him. Fouque, the sec-
ond messenger, nov/ takes a hand. Ke says that he does not dare to re-
turn to Hermengart without having delivered the treasures. Hernaut is
so angry and impatient that he seizes a club and strikes the unfortu-
(1)
nate Fouque to the ground. It is true that Hernaut did not want his
father to say in after years that he had been able to attain renov/n
(1) Les Narbonnais , vv. S88-900ff
.
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only through the aid of his mother, but we can not excuse his treat-
ment of the messenger. Later on, Guillaume reproaches his brother
(1)
for having abused Fouque and is ansv/ered with a blow.
The Narbonnais arrive at Paris on the eve of Pentecost. There
are not enough lodgings for everyone. Hernaut drives out the duke of
Bourgogne to make room for an abbot whom he finds bewailing the lack
(2)
of accomodations. All the brothers join in driving a body of priests
(3)
from their quarters to provide for their uncle, king Boniface. Later,
Hernaut and his brothers come to the house that once belonged to Ro-
land. Some Germans have taken possession of it, and they invite the
Narbonnais in to supper. One of the Germans, during the course of the
meal, waives a knife threateningly at them and tells them that they
must go as soon as they have finished eating. Hernaut leaps to his
feet, seizes the poor Teuton, and literally tears his mustache out
(4)
by the roots. The Germans are, after a long brawl, driven from the
(5)
house. Hernaut afterwards kills one of them who is going along vm-
(S)
armed.
The following citation indicates that noble prisoners v/ere well
treated and that any abuse of a Christian captive was censured. Char-
lemagne is beating Ricars, one of the sons of Aymon, when Ogier
comes up and says:
"Avoi, sire empereres, ci a grant tralson.
Certes, n'est pas bamage de batre son prison.
En une autre maniere vos vengies del baron". (7)
Renaus has been reconciled with Charlemagne but has promised to
(1) Les Narbonnai s. v. 984ff. (2) Ibid , v. 2000ff. Similarly in the
Nerbonesi . (5) Ibid, v. 2144ff. Cf. the Nerbonesi .
(4) Ibid , V. 2571ff. (5) Ibid , v. 2599ff. (6) Ibid , v. 255off.
(7) Renaus de Montauban
, p. 256.
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spend his life in exile. Ke wanders about until he comes upon some
masons v/ho are building a monastery. He is given employment as a
helper. He does his work so well that he is praised by the head ma-
son. This makes the men jealous. As Renaiis is eating his noon meal
of bread and water in a corner by himself, they fall upon him and
beat in his skull with their hammers. They then put him into a bag
(1)
and throw him into the river. It is likely that a church tale of
some martyr has been grafted on to Renaus de Montauban , which at-
tenuates slightly the atrocity.
Ajol kills the brother, the oncle, and the two cousins of the
beautiful Mirabel, v^fho is accompanying him. He cuts off their heads,
(2)
fastens them to his saddle, and rides off with them.
Poisoning seems not to have been practiced extensively, although
(3)
there is occasional mention of it.
(1) Renaus de Montauban
,
p. 450ff.
(2) A.iol , vv. 5G02-5605.
(3) Gaydon , p. 3, 9; Parise , p. 2, 6; Aye d' Avignon , p. 19, 22.

CONCLUSION
As stated in the introduction, the conclusions to this paper
are to be based on the data that has been cited. The first thing
will be to suTimarize and generalize the pages that have gone before.
The evidence indicates, in the first place, that the Christains of
the Chansons de Geste were frequently cruel. The Teutonic invaders
of France were savages, and it stands to reason that they would con-
tinue to be so for a long period after they came into contact with
an older and a superior civilization. The bloody practices of these
Germanic people are the best indications of their barbarism. Charle-
magne is called the successor of the Caesars, but v/as more like the
successor of the early Merovingian kings of France. His methods were
those of his predecessors. He appeared in the imperial robes but
twice and was knov/n ujader the double title of King of the Franks,
and Emperor of Rome. His chief power came from his prerogatives as
a Germanic king, and was much less an emperor during his life time
than in the memory of the people. This is what history says of
Charlemagne. The Chansons de Geste represent him as a very primitive
king, his only connection withjRome being his desire to spread Chris-
ti ani ty.
The matter of his supporting the Christian church calls to
mind the treatment accorded to the Saracens in the Chansons de
Geste . The Christians invariably used them barbarously. To kill a
Saracen was to display a special virtue and a laudable religious
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zeal. It was no violation of honor or justice to fall upon him in
overpowering odds, or to murder him when he was defenceless. There
was but one way for a non-Christian prisoner to save himself. He
could, at times, choose between baptism and death men, women,
and children fared alike. This method of doing missionary work is no
more nor loss than an indication that the Christiar church was dom-
inated by the ideals of barbarism. The church, in its organization,
was largely Germanic; and the barbarian converts early formed the
majority of those who took orders. As a result, Christianity came to
sanction primitive methods for maintaining its integrity. The Chan-
sons de Geste sho\7 this mediaeval savagery and intolerance in all of
its horror.
If the Christians had only ruthlessly pursued the Mohajnmedans
in battle, they would not appear in such a bad light. Vie find, how-
ever, that Saracens v/ere not infrequently mangled beyond recognition.
The notion that they were doing a service to their religion by muti-
lating their enemies shov/s that the Christians were masking their
savagery under the name of the church. There seems to be no doubt
but that the church was for a long time ruled by the standards of
primitive paganism that came from across the Rhine.
The Christians were no less cruel in their relations with one
another. The statement has already been made that traitors were reg-
(1)
ularly hanged. The Chansons de Geste show that, in a great number
of cases, this punishment was thought too mild. In fact, quartering
and burning were appallingly frequent. The pimishment of all
(1) Cf. " Les anciennes coutumes ne punissalent que deux crimes: le
deserteur etait pendu et le lache etouffe dans un bourbier."
( Histoire de la Civilisation Frangaise , A. Rambaud, tome I., p. 104:
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e^=^&^ offenders stands out in the Chansons de Geste as a matter of
personal vengeance. This agrees with the personality of the law as
established from other sources. The Chansons dg Geste state, and
truly, that a frequent manner of establishing the guilt or innocence,
of those accused of serious crimes, was by the trial of combat.
The matter of cruelty to women throws much light on her position
in early France. She had aLmost no voice in the disposition of her
hand, and was frequently compelled to marry a man who was especially
repulsive to her. In many cases the husband was brutal and cruel to
her. The instances of husbands' beating their wives are, perhaps,
more brutal than cruel. But the burning of women is of sufficient
frequency in the Chansons de Geste to warrant the conclusion that
such torture was far from unusual. No civilized people could be ca-
pable of such inhumanity. We must, therefore, regard it as further
evidence of the essentially primitive conceptions of the Christians
in the Middle Ages.
The instances of cruelty of a wife to her husband are not of
sufficient number to mal^e any general conclusion sure. But there can
be no objection to the statement that there were many women who were
utterly devoid of even the gentleness of domestic animals. The fact
that the v/orse type of women appears in the later Chansons makes it
still more difficult to reach any absolute decision about the cruel-
ty of women. It is reasonably certain, however, that the percentage
of vile women was considerable.
The v/omen seem usually to have had the greatest love for their
children, although there are instances of perfectly terrible bar-
barity on the part of mothers. Here again we are brought face to
face with the matter of literary fashion, for it is only in the

A r;
—
*l:0—
Chansons of the decadence that we meet mothers who beat their chil-
dren cruelly. The feeling of the Chansons de Ceste seems to be
that a mother who abused her child was very despicable.
The cruelty to children by men vAio wanted to keep a fief that
a child might inherit is, perhaps, more significant. It is only, nat
ural, however, that the man v/ho would murder the father would try to
kill the heir. There appears to have been no interference on the
part of the king when a child was killed by a man who wanted his
lands. This is an indication of the weakness of the crown, as weli
as evidence of the inhumanity of the unscrupulous vassal.
The passages cited concerning the Karbonnais show that even the
greatest warriors were brutal in the extreme. A man who answers
every unpleasant speech with a cuff is not far removed from a sav-
age. But this is what came natural to the recently converted Chris-
tians that we find in the Chansons de Geste.
It does not seem possible to obtain any more definite results
by viewing the various groups of cruelties separately. But, taking
them all into consideration, there is ample reason for the conclu-
sion that the Chansons de Geste shov^ the Christians as very little
removed from primitive men. They tortured their enemies without
mercy; they showed no compassion for wrong^doers; they commited
blood curdling murders without cause; v/omen and children were shame-
fully treated. We believe that the Christians are faithfully depict-
ed in the Chansons de Geste •
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